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[5 7 ] ABSTRACT 

A support structure for orthodontic models comprises 
two trays arranged in opposed disposition and pivot 
ally connected together by a hinge means which per 
mit relative motion of the trays in simulation of the 
relative movement of upper and lower jaws. The hinge 
means is separable from at least one of the trays in a 
manner such that the trays can be separated linearly 
as well as pivotably. The hinge means is a one-piece, 
normally rectilinear hinge plate having each opposite 
end slidably received in rectilinear guide means on the 
rear wall of each tray. 

7 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 





l 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE ‘FOR DENTAL MODELS 

This invention concerns a support Structure for den 
tal models,‘ and has more particular reference to'an ar 
rangement having relatively movableupper and lower 
parts each to receive a respective dental model. i 
The primary object of the present invention is to pro 

a plan. If desired, the guide formation l2e corresponding 

vide a simple, yet effective, support structure which i 
will facilitate the examination, comparison or shaping 
of dental models and will provide an accurate diagnos 
tic aid. ' 

According to the present invention, a support struc 
ture for use in orthodontics and comprising opposed 
tray-like parts each to receive a respective dental 
model is characterized by a hinge plate secured with 
the said parrsa?d'sépa‘rable frof??a't least one of said 
parts in a manner such that the trays can be separated 
linearly as well as pivotably. 
According to apreferred feature, the hinge means 

comprises a one-piece,'normally ‘rectilinear hinge plate 
having a ‘ line of weakness extending transversely 
thereof to define a pivot axis. 
While the hinge means may be secured relative to 

the tray~like~pafts by a modelwlocated therein, we‘pre 
fer, in order to ensure ready separation of such parts 
when required, to provide a guide means in at least one 
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part arranged slidably to receive a hinge plate. Usually _ 
the guide means will beidisposed at the inner surface of 
the rear wall ‘of one ‘of the tray-like parts'but such 
means can, if preferred be provided at the outer surface 
of such wall. . ‘ l t . " p ‘ 

The invention will now be‘ described further, by way 
offexample only, with reference to the accompanying 
drawings illustrating one embodiment thereof and in 
which: . » 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view, partly broken away,of 
‘ a support. device constructed in accordance with the 
present invention shown in its assembled form and with 
dental models positioned therein, and _ . ‘ 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation of the arrangement shown 
in FIG. ,1. I . 

Referring. now to the drawings, a support device for 
dental models comprises opposed upper and lower 
tray-like parts I], 12 pivotably connected together by 
a hinge-plate l3. 1 > ‘ 

The upper tray-like part 11, which part is offered in 
inverted disposition for co-operation with the lower 
such part 12, has a ?at base lla and a wall structure 
about the periphery thereof, the said wall structure 
comprising a rear wall ‘11b, forwardly converging side- , 
walls 110, and mutually inclined front wall portions 
lld, the lateral extremities 11b of the rear wall extend 
ing forwardly to join the side walls. The rear wall and 
front wall are of different, but uniform, height from, 
end~to-end, whilst the side walls are of reducing height 
towards the front wall. . . 

A guide formation lle, intended slidably to receive 
the hinge-plate 13, is provided at the inner face of the 
rearwall 11b, such guide formation lle comprising 
spaced ribs, each of L-shaped cross-section, arranged 
in parallel'disposition and formed integrally with the 
upper tray-like part. ‘ . 

The lower tray-like part 12 differs from the upper 
such part in two material respects. Firstly, the rear wall 
12b is of stepped configuration as distinct from being 
of uniform height throughout its full length, whilst se 
condly the front wall 12a’ is curved, vwhen viewed in 
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to that formation lle provided in the case of the upper 
tray-like part may be omitted from the lower such part, 
to give a third difference,‘additional to those specified 
above‘. ' ‘ ' h ‘ ‘ 

Conveniently the tray-like parts 11, I2 arc moulded 
from synthetic plastics material, a suitable material 
being polythene. 
The one-piece normally rectilinear hinge plate 13 is 

generally rectangular and of auniform width and thick 
ness appropriate for free sliding engagement with the 
rectilinear guide formations ‘1 1e l2e. The length of the 
hinge-plate is determined by the dimensions of the tray 
like parts and the intended separation of such parts 
when in use. A transverse channell 13a, of generally V» 
shaped cross-section, is formed in_ one face of the 
hinge-plate to give a line of weakness which de?nes a 
pivot axis along which the plate will fold. 

in use, the hinge-plate 13 .is located relative to the 
upper and lower plate-like parts 11, 12 by engaging the 
same with. the guides lle l2e providedin such parts. 
The upper and lower plate-like parts can be pivoted, 
one relative to the other, to provide for a ready access 
to the dental models formed in the plaster 14 present 
in the respective parts, both for inspection and also to 
simulate the relative movement of upper and lower sets 
of teeth, for comparison purposes. When it is required 
to completely separate the upper and lower plate-like 
parts, this c'an'be effected’ quite simply by linearly dis 
engaging the guide formation of the upper‘ part from 
the uppermost portion of‘ the hinge-plate. ' 
The linear movement of the tray-like parts allows 

models to be built up in a manner which avoids the 
need for lateral adjustment of the models relative to the 
tray, plate, or base-like parts, as the upper wax-bite can 
be located on the lower wax-bite before plaster is set 
against the upper work-bite. Model positioners and po~ 
sition relators are not required. ‘ > , 

By making the rear walls of the tray-like parts ?at'and 
by providing the hinge plate 13 internally of those 
walls, a smooth planar surface at the rear of the struc 
ture is provided so that the structure and models, when 
set, can be stored in a stable manner on the rear ‘wall 
of the structure. ‘ : 

lclaimiv ' Y ‘ . 

l. A support structure 
prising: - 

upper and lower tray-like parts, each having a rear 
wall and a base, pivotably connected together by a 
hinge plate, secured to the rear walls so that the 
upper tray-like part is offered in inverted dispo 
sition for cooperation with the lower tray~like part; 

for orthodontic models com 

a guide formation in-at least one of said traylike parts 
to receive and secure slidably said hinge plate; and 

means securing the hinge plate to the other of said 
tray-like parts so that, with models set up out the 
tray-like parts,pivoting ‘movement of the models 
can be effected by pivoting of said hinge plate-and 
the'models can be moved linearly‘towards land 
away from each other by sliding of said hinge plate 
in said guide formation. t 

2. A support structure as claimed in claim 1 in which: 

said means securing the hinge plate comprises a sec 
ond guide formation. 
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3. A support structure as claimed in claim 1 in which: 

the rear walls of the tray-like parts are ?at and co 
planar; and 

the hinge plate and guide means are on the inside of 5 
the rear walls, thereby leaving a smooth planar sur 
face at the rear of the structure so that the struc 
ture and models can be stored in a stable manner 
whilst resting on the rear wall of the structure. 

4. A support structure as claimed in claim 1 in which: 

said hinge plate defines a transverse channel to give 
a line of weakness de?ning a pivot axis about which 
said plate can hinge. 

5. An orthodontic articulator of the type having a 
pair of opposed trays connected by a separable hinge 
and characterized by: 

a one-piece, ?at, normally rectilinear hinge plate 
forming said hinge; and 
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4 
guide means extending along the rear wall of each 

said tray in a direction normal to the bottom wall 
thereof, each slidably receiving one opposite end of 
said hinge plate; 

said hinge plate being hinge foldable centrally 
thereof and either of said trays being slidably re 
movable, or pivotable, away therefrom. 

6. An articulator as speci?ed in claim 5, wherein: 
said hinge plate is of uniform width and thickness 
from end to end, except for a transverse channel 
centrally thereof forming a weakened hinge fold 
line therein. 

7. An articulator as speci?ed in claim 5, wherein: 
each said guide means comprises a pair of integral 

ribs of L-shaped cross section forming channels on 
the inside of the rear wall of each tray adapted to 
slidably retain the adjacentend of said hinge plate. 

* >i< * * * 


